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Abstract

Recent advances in molecular electrophysiology have made possible the development of more selective ion channel blockers for
therapeutic use. However, more information is needed about the effects of blocking specific channels on repolarization in normal human
atrium and in atrial cells of patients with atrial fibrillation (AF). AF-induced electrical remodeling is associated with reductions in
transient outward current (I ), ultrarapid delayed rectifier current (I ), and L-type calcium current (I ). Direct evaluation of the resultsto Kur Ca,L

of ion channel depression is limited by the nonspecificity of the available pharmacological probes. Objectives: Using a mathematical
model of the human atrial action potential (AP), we aimed to: (1) evaluate the role of ionic abnormalities in producing AP changes
characteristic of AF in humans and (2) explore the effects of specific channel blockade on the normal and AF-modified AP (AFAP).
Methods: We used our previously developed mathematical model of the normal human atrial AP (NAP) based on directly measured
currents. We constructed a model of the AFAP by incorporating experimentally-measured reductions in I (50%), I (50%), and Ito Kur Ca,L

(70%) current densities observed in AF. Results: The AFAP exhibits the reductions in AP duration (APD) and rate-adaption typical of
AF. The reduction in I alone can account for most of the morphological features of the AFAP. Inhibition of I by 90% leads to aCa,L to

reduction in APD measured at 260 mV in both the NAP and AFAP. Inhibition of the rapid component of the delayed rectifier (I ) byKr

90% slows terminal repolarization of the NAP and AFAP and increases APD by 38% and 34%, respectively. Inhibition of I by 90%Kur

slows early repolarization and increases plateau height, activating additional I and causing no net change in APD at 1 Hz in the NAP. InK

the presence of AF-induced ionic modifications, I inhibition increases APD by 12%. Combining I and I inhibition under bothKur Kur Kr

normal and AF conditions synergistically increases APD. In the NAP, altering the model parameters to reproduce other typical measured
1AP morphologies can significantly alter the response to K -channel inhibition. Conclusions: (1) The described abnormalities in I , Ito Kur

and I in AF patients can account for the effects of AF on human AP properties; (2) AP prolongation by I block is limited byCa,L Kur

increases in plateau height that activate more I ; (3) Blockers of I may be more effective in prolonging APD in patients with AF; 4)K Kur

Inhibition of both I and I produces supra-additive effects on APD. These observations illustrate the importance of secondary currentKur Kr

alterations in the response of the AP to single channel blockade, and have potentially important implications for the development of
improved antiarrhythmic drug therapy for AF.  1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction modifications that may contribute to the maintenance of
the disease. Recent studies have shown that AF induces

Atrial fibrillation (AF) is self-perpetuating in nature [1], significant changes in the electrophysiological properties of
suggesting that the arrhythmia causes electrophysiological atrial tissue that promote AF initiation and maintenance,

and that these changes are due to atrial tachycardia [1,2].
This electrical remodeling includes shortening of the*Corresponding author. Tel.: 11-514-376-3330 extn. 3490; fax: 11-

514-376-1355.
E-mail address: msc@icm.umontreal.ca (M. Courtemanche) Time for primary review 31 days.
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effective refractory period (ERP) [1,3–7], abbreviation of fications on the AP with the following objectives: (1) to
the action potential (AP) [8], decreased shortening of ERP determine whether the ionic current abnormalities reported
and AP duration (APD) usually associated with increases in myocytes from patients with AF account for the
in stimulation rate (rate-adaptation) [1,3,6–8], and in- observed AFAP changes; (2) to assess the relative impor-
creased dispersion of cellular refractoriness [9–11]. Vul- tance of individual ionic currents to the overall AFAP
nerability to AF in man has been linked to decreased changes; (3) to determine how normal AP morphological
rate-adaptation of the refractory period [12], pointing to the heterogeneity and the ionic abnormalities caused by AF
potential clinical importance of remodeling-induced reduc- alter the response of the atrial AP to specific ionic current
tions in ERP rate-adaptation. Tachycardia-induced re- inhibition.
modeling has been shown to promote AF maintenance via
reductions in excitation wavelength and increases in the
dispersion of refractoriness that promote multiple-wavelet 2. Methods
reentry [6,11].

A variety of changes in ionic currents have been The NAP model is implemented as described in Cour-
described in atrial myocytes from animals and humans temanche et al. [14]. A schematic diagram of the model
with AF or with maintained atrial tachycardia at rates cell including currents, pumps, exchangers and cellular
similar to those of AF. In an experimental dog model, right compartments is given in Fig. 1. The cell membrane is
atrial pacing at 400 bpm was shown to progressively modelled electrically as a capacitor connected in parallel
reduce the transient outward potassium current (I ) and with variable resistances and batteries representing theto

L-type calcium current (I ) [8]. The results of pharma- ionic channels and driving forces. The time derivative ofCa,L

cological interventions suggest that tachycardia-induced the membrane potential V (assuming an equipotential cell)
reductions in APD and APD rate-adaptation in dogs are is then given by
largely due to I reduction [8]. Studies of atrial tissueCa,L 2 (I 1 I )dV ion stsamples from patients with AF show similar reductions in ] ]]]]5 (1)dt Cmatrial APD and rate-adaptation [9]. Recent work on
isolated human atrial myocytes has shown that I and theto where I and I are the total ionic current and stimulusion st
ultrarapid delayed rectifier current (I ), linked to theKur current flowing across the membrane and C is the totalm
cloned Kv1.5 channels, are reduced in patients with AF membrane capacitance. The total ionic current is given by
[10]. Preliminary studies also show a reduction in ICa,L I 5 I 1 I 1 I 1 I 1 I 1 I 1 I 1 Iion Na K1 to Kur Kr Ks Ca,L p,Ca[13] of the same order as that observed in dogs with
chronic atrial tachycardia [8]. 1 I 1 I 1 I 1 I (2)NaK NaCa b,Na b,Ca

It is presently unclear whether the ionic abnormalities
observed in clinical and experimental models of AF can
account for the observed differences between the ‘‘nor-
mal’’ AP (NAP) recorded in atrial myocytes from patients
in sinus rhythm and the ‘‘AF-modified’’ AP (AFAP)
recorded in cells from patients in chronic AF. The respec-
tive roles of the observed ionic abnormalities in producing
the AFAP changes are also uncertain. Previous attempts to
address these issues have used pharmacological probes [8],
all of which have problems with limited specificity and
potentially complex voltage- and time-dependent action. In
addition, it is unclear to what extent AF-induced altera-
tions in AP morphology can modify the response of the AP

1to K -current inhibition. The effects of channel-specific
1K -current inhibition on the NAP and AFAP are relevant

because these currents are possible ionic targets for drug
therapy in AF. Some of these currents are already targets
for existing drug therapies, but the pharmacological agents Fig.1. Schematic representation of the model cell. Sarcolemmal mem-
currently in use are usually not specific to a single ionic brane channels are depicted using small rectangles across the cell
channel. In the present manuscript, we address these issues membrane. The ionic species flowing across the channel is identified by

the intracellular pool (dashed intracellular compartment) into which itusing an alternative approach based on a mathematical
flows. Pumps and exchangers are depicted using a circular symbol with amodel of the normal human atrial AP [14] that includes
centered ‘‘3’’. The sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR, the solid intracellular

specific formulations of ionic currents based on direct compartment) is divided into two compartments: the SR release compart-
measurements in atrial myocytes. The model is used to ment or junctional SR (JSR), and the SR uptake compartment or network
investigate the effects of AF-induced ion channel modi- SR (NSR).
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The total ionic current includes contributions from the fast performed on local unix workstations using double-preci-
sodium current (I ), the inward rectifier potassium current sion arithmetic.Na

(I ), I , I , the rapid classical delayed rectifier potas- Model APD is measured as the time spent above 260K1 to Kur

sium current (I ), the slow classical delayed rectifier mV (APD ). We selected this measure for its ease ofKr 260

potassium current (I ), I , a sarcolemmal calcium pump calculation, the fact that it does not depend on the amountKs Ca,L

current (I ), the sodium–potassium pump current (I ), of AP overshoot into positive potentials, and the fact thatp,Ca NaK

the sodium–calcium exchanger current (I ), a back- cellular excitability normally returns in the range of 260NaCa

ground sodium current (I ) and a background calcium mV. However, since the available experimental data onb,Na

current (I ). A detailed description of all ionic and pump rate-dependence of the APD is based on the time to 90%b,Ca

currents, along with a complete listing of parameter values repolarization (APD ), we have used APD for direct90 90

and the detailed equations describing the handling of comparison to experimental data in Section 3.2. All AP
21intracellular calcium ([Ca ] ) by the sarcoplasmic re- simulation results are presented after 12 s of pacing fromi

ticulum system can be found in Ref. [14]. The model keeps rest. As pointed out in Ref. [14], the model parameters are
track of the intracellular concentrations of sodium, cal- adjusted to produce stable ionic concentrations at rest, i.e.,
cium, and potassium. No extracellular cleft spaces are in the absence of stimulation. Under periodic stimulation,
included in the model (extracellular ion concentrations are there are two phases of model AP adaptation to pacing
fixed). The total membrane capacitance is taken to be 100 rate: the first is a relatively rapid adaptation due to the
(picofarads) pF. Unless otherwise noted, physical units are kinetic properties of the current gating variables, while the
as follows: time is in milliseconds (ms), membrane po- second is a slow adaptation due to drift of intracellular
tential is in millivolts (mV), membrane capacitance is in ionic concentrations. Twelve seconds of pacing is suffi-
pF, current density is in picoamperes per pF (pA/pF), cient to ensure rapid rate-adaptation of the AP. For
conductance is in nanosiemens per pF (nS/pF), and example, upon stimulation from rest at a period of 300 ms,
concentrations are in millimoles per liter (mM). the AP initially displays an alternation of long and short

The AFAP model is implemented by incorporating durations that subsides after about 10 s of pacing. Further
experimentally-measured ionic current density reductions slow decreases in APD can take up to 20 min to develop in
into our original NAP model. Among the candidate the model. This is not unique to our model and is
currents for a role in AF-induced electrical remodeling are commonly observed in ionic models that attempt to
I , I and I . These currents have been studied in both dynamically track intracellular ionic concentrations [15].to Kur Ca,L

normal and AF-altered or atrial tachycardia-altered Although such slow changes are known to occur ex-
myocytes. In chronic AF, human atrial I and I con- perimentally, in the model they clearly depend on theto Kur

ductances were found to be approximately halved com- nature of the stimulus used and on the ionic species
pared to cells from patients in normal sinus rhythm [10]. In assumed to carry the stimulus charge. The necessary
human atrial cells from patients with chronic AF, I careful investigation of these long-term changes in ionicCa,L

amplitude was reduced by about 70% compared to patients models has not yet been performed in the present or other
in normal sinus rhythm [13]. Similar results were observed models. Because of this, we did not wish to include these
in canine atrial cells: voltage- and time-dependent prop- very slow effects in our results and chose to present
erties of I remained at control levels after up to 42 days simulations after 12 s of pacing, at which point rapidCa,L

of rapid pacing, while current density was progressively rate-adaptation of the AP is complete.
attenuated (about 70% reduction after 42 days) [8].

Based on the available data, we chose to model the
AFAP by implementing the experimentally-measured re- 3. Results
ductions in maximal current densities through decreases in
the maximal conductances of the currents in the model: 3.1. The model NAP and AFAP
50% reduction in the maximal conductance of I , 50%to

reduction in the maximal conductance of I , and 70% Fig. 2 compares the membrane potential profiles of theKur

reduction in the maximal conductance of I . Except for model NAP and AFAP along with the major ionic currentsCa,L

these specific maximal conductance changes, the AFAP underlying their morphology. A detailed analysis of the
model is identical to our original NAP model [14]. Both properties of our NAP model can be found in Ref. [14].
the NAP and AFAP models are used to carry out simula- The second panel from the top of Fig. 2 highlights the
tions in the remainder of this study, with the results of interplay between I , I , and I during the APs. Theto Kur Ca,L

specific channel inhibition modeled by reducing the den- reductions implemented in the AFAP model for these three
sity of the corresponding current without altering its currents are clearly apparent when the current profiles are
kinetic or voltage-dependent properties. compared to those of the NAP model. The shorter duration

Numerical integration of Eq. (2) is carried out using a and triangular morphology of the AFAP is associated with
modified Euler method with a fixed time step Dt 5 0.005 reduced I , I , and I exchanger current amplitudes,Kr Ks NaCa

ms (see Appendix in Ref. [14]). All simulations were as shown in the third panel of Fig. 2. The fourth and fifth
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Fig. 2. Model action potentials and underlying ionic currents. Membrane potential and corresponding ionic currents are shown for the model NAP (left)
and AFAP (right). The models were stimulated from rest at a period of 1000 ms. Model output from the 12th action potential is depicted. The NAP Ito

current peaks off the graph scale at 9 pA/pF, as indicated.

panels of Fig. 2 show that the pump currents, I , and the ported in myocytes from patients with AF can account forK1

background currents exhibit similar profiles in the NAP the observed AFAP morphology when incorporated into
and AFAP. the model.

The respective morphologies of the model NAP and In order to assess the relative importance of individual
AFAP are compared with experimentally-recorded APs ionic currents in producing the overall AFAP changes, we
from patients in sinus rhythm and in chronic AF in Fig. 3. investigated the morphological response of the model NAP
Experimental APs from Boutjidir et al. [9] were digitized to individual AF-induced alterations in I , I , and Ito Kur Ca,L

and reproduced. There is good agreement between AF- current densities. The top left panel of Fig. 4 reproduces
induced changes in the model and experimentally-recorded the comparison of the model NAP and AFAP. Successive
APs, suggesting that the ionic current abnormalities re- panels show a comparison between the model NAP and
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presents corresponding experimental data (right panel)
taken from the measurements of Boutjidir et al. [9].
Although rate-adaptation of the model NAP is consistent
with some experimental data [14,17], the model typically
exhibits a smaller decrease in APD at faster rates ( $ 390

Hz) compared to other experimental recordings (e.g. Refs.
[9,16]). However, a comparison of rate-adaptation in the
model NAP and AFAP confirms that the model reproduces
qualitatively important features of AF-induced remodeling

Fig. 3. Comparison of model APs (left) with experimentally recorded
observed in experimental preparations, namely the overallAPs from tissue samples of patients (right). In each panel, both NAP
decrease in APD and the reduced extent of rate-adaptation.(solid line) and AFAP (dashed line) morphologies are compared. Ex-
The changes in APD that accompany changes in stimula-perimental data is adapted from Boutjidir et al. [9].

tion period in the model AFAP are quite similar to the
experimental data of Boutjidir et al., but the model NAP

APs with only one of I (lower left), I (lower right), or exhibits less of a decrease in APD with decreasingto Kur

I (upper right) currents altered in the same way as in stimulation period compared to the experimental data.Ca,L

the AFAP. The effects of individual current abnormalities
on the NAP reveal that I reduction plays the major role 3.3. Potassium channel blockade in model NAP andCa,L

in the observed change between the model NAP and AFAP
AFAP, reproducing the triangular morphology and ab-
breviation of the AP typical of AF. Compared to the AP We investigated the effect of potassium channel bloc-
with I alteration alone, the reductions in I and I kade, implemented via a reduction in maximal conduct-Ca,L to Kur

produce a slowing of phase 1 repolarization and an ance of specific potassium currents, on morphology and
increase in AP plateau height that may play a role in duration of the model NAP and AFAP. We selected as our
modulating the response of the AFAP to potassium current targets four currents: I (90% inhibition), I (90%to Kur

inhibition (see below). inhibition), I (90% inhibition), I (90% inhibition), andKr Ks

I (20% inhibition). Extensive block of I compromisesK1 K1

3.2. Rate-adaptation the stability of the resting potential in the model, with
failure of repolarization or excessive resting potential

A shortened APD and decreased adaptation to rate have depolarization occurring for decreases of the inward
been observed as a consequence of AF-induced remodeling rectifier greater than 20%. Results are presented with
[9,16]. We investigated the rate-dependence of APD mea- respect to the control values APD , corresponding260

sured at APD in both NAP and AFAP. Fig. 5 illustrates approximately to the ERP, which are 260 ms for the model90

the relationship between APD and basic pacing cycle NAP and 177 ms for the model AFAP (at 1 Hz).90

length for the model NAP and AFAP (left panel) and Fig. 6 shows the result of I inhibition on the NAP andto

AFAP during pacing at 1 Hz. Inhibition of I shortens theto

NAP by 40 ms (15%) and the AFAP by 15 ms (8%). This
paradoxical shortening of APD in response to blockade of
a repolarizing current (I ) has been observed experimen-to

tally [18]. As shown in the upper panels of Fig. 6,
inhibition of I causes a slowing of phase 1 repolarizationto

following the AP upstroke. This is associated with a more
positive plateau potential, sustained by a balance between
increased I and increased I (see middle and bottomCa,L Kur

panels). The elevated plateau potential allows for greater
activation of I (compare middle and lower panels) thatK

increases the rate of mid- and late-repolarization, ultimate-
ly producing a shorter APD. Thus, a secondary increase in
I explains the paradoxical AP shortening caused by IK to

inhibition in both the NAP and AFAP models.
Fig. 7 shows the result of I inhibition on the modelKr

APs. Inhibition of I prolongs the NAP by 105 ms (38%)Kr
Fig. 4. Role of AF-induced ionic current abnormalities in producing and the AFAP by 60 ms (34%). Inhibition of I (notKsmodel AFAP morphology. The first panel (top left) presents a comparison

shown) prolongs the NAP by 32 ms (12%), prolongs theof model NAP and AFAP. Successive panels show a comparison between
AFAP by 12 ms (7%), and is qualitatively similar tothe model NAP and APs with only one of I (lower left), I (lowerto Kur

right), or I (upper right) currents being altered. inhibition of I in its effect on the AP. Because I and ICa,L Kr Kr Ks
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Fig. 5. Relationship between action potential duration (APD ) and basic pacing cycle length (BCL) for the NAP and AFAP. Model simulations yield the90

curves shown in the left panel. The right panel shows corresponding experimental relationships obtained from an atrial tissue preparation. The graph is
based on data from Boutjidir et al. [9].

are activated relatively late during the AP, their inhibition AFAP suggests that AP prolongation via I inhibition isKur

does not disturb the delicate balance of currents during AF-specific in the model.
phase 1 repolarization or during the initial phase of the AP Finally, Fig. 9 shows the result of I inhibition on theK1

plateau (compare middle and lower panels). Inhibition of model NAP and AFAP. Inhibition of I prolongs the NAPK1

I or I thus leads to a lengthening of the model NAP by 25 ms (10%) and the AFAP by 25 ms (14%). As in theKr Ks

and AFAP by slowing the mid- and late-repolarization case of I inhibition, I is active relatively late in the APKr K1

phases of the AP. Because of its more rapid activation and its inhibition does not disturb the balance of currents
kinetics compared to I , I is more prominent during the during phase 1 repolarization or during the plateau phaseKs Kr

AP, which explains the larger effect of I inhibition on of the AP (compare middle and lower panels). Inhibition ofKr

both NAP and AFAP. I leads to a lengthening of the model NAP and AFAP byK1

AP changes resulting from inhibition of I are depicted slowing down the late-repolarization phase of the AP.Kur

in Fig. 8. Inhibition of I produces no net change in NAPKur
1duration. As depicted in the lower left panel of Fig. 8, 3.4. Synergy of K -current block

following intrinsic I inactivation, the inhibition of Ito Kur

disturbs the current balance during the plateau, allowing Because the effect of I inhibition on NAP duration isKur

I activation to drive the plateau potential well above 0 limited as a result of increased I activation, we postulatedCa,L K

mV. The more positive plateau voltage leads to increased I that I inhibition could serve to potentiate the effect ofK Kr

activation (compare middle and lower left panels), causing I inhibition. We therefore investigated the effect ofKur

an increase in the rate of mid- and late-repolarization. The combined inhibition of I and I on the model NAP andKur Kr

increase in I is able to compensate for the large increase AFAP. Fig. 10 (top panels) shows the result of combinedK

in plateau height and duration, ultimately producing no net inhibition of I and I (90% for each) on the APs. ForKur Kr

change in APD. However, inhibition of I is able to the NAP, combined inhibition prolongs APD by 132 msKur 260

lengthen the AFAP by 25 ms (12%). In this case, the lower (51%). For the AFAP, combined inhibition prolongs
initial plateau height of the AFAP relative to the NAP APD by 130 ms (73%). On the basis of a purely260

limits the increase in I and plateau height resulting additive effect, one would predict an APD increase ofCa,L 260

from I inhibition. The increase in plateau potential 105 ms for NAP and 85 ms for AFAP. The bar graph ofKur

occurs over a range (below 0 mV) where the increase in I Fig. 10 (lower panel) clearly illustrates how, in both cases,K

activation is less pronounced. The smaller increase in I the blocks act synergistically to produce a supra-additiveK

activation can no longer compensate for the increase in effect on APD. Hence, especially in the case of AFAP, IKr

plateau height and duration, and lengthening of the APD is blockade greatly potentiates the effect of I inhibition onKur

observed. A comparison of our results for the NAP and the atrial AP.
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Fig. 6. Effect of I inhibition (90% reduction in maximal conductance) on model NAP and AFAP. The top panels show the control AP morphologies andto

the APs after I inhibition. The net change in APD is given. The lower panels show the evolution of selected membrane currents in the absence or presenceto

of I inhibition. The NAP I current peaks off the graph scale at 9 pA/pF, as indicated.to to

13.5. AP heterogeneity and effects of K -current block its apparent importance in human atrial repolarization [26]
and its absence in human ventricle [27]. The results of the

We had suggested previously that I might be an model indicate that secondary changes in I triggered byKur K

attractive target for new antiarrhythmic agents because of the increase in plateau height that accompanies IKur
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Fig. 7. Effect of I inhibition (90% reduction in maximal conductance) on model NAP and AFAP. The top panels show the control AP morphologies andKr

the APs after I inhibition. The net change in APD is given. The lower panels show the evolution of selected membrane currents in the absence orKr

presence of I inhibition. The NAP I current peaks off the graph scale at 9 pA/pF, as indicated.Kr to

inhibition can result in no net change in NAP duration in evidence for APD prolongation by I inhibition in atrialKur

response to I block. myocytes from patients in sinus rhythm and without atrialKur

The observation of a lack of an effect of I inhibition disease [26]. We therefore considered the possibility thatKur

on NAP duration contrasts with previous experimental AP heterogeneity, as previously described in normal
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Fig. 8. Effect of I inhibition (90% reduction in maximal conductance) on model NAP and AFAP. The top panels show the control AP morphologies andKur

the APs after I inhibition. The net change in APD is given. The lower panels show the evolution of selected membrane currents in the absence orKur

presence of I inhibition. The NAP I current peaks off the graph scale at 9 pA/pF, as indicated.Kur to

human atrial tissues [19,20], may modify the response to characteristic rectangular type 1 AP by decreasing the
1K -channel inhibition. The model NAP exhibits a spike- maximal conductance of I by 70%. A characteristicto

and-dome morphology, typically referred to as a type 2 AP triangular type 3 AP was produced by decreasing the
[19]. We modified the model parameters to produce a maximum I conductance by 70%. These changes areCa,L
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Fig. 9. Effect of I inhibition (20% reduction in maximal conductance) on model NAP and AFAP. The top panels show the control AP morphologies andK1

the APs after I inhibition. The net change in APD is given. The lower panels show the evolution of selected membrane currents in the absence orK1

presence of I inhibition. The NAP I current peaks off the graph scale at 9 pA/pF, as indicated.K1 to

consistent with existing studies of ionic mechanisms of AP type 1 AP, 260 ms for the type 2 AP, and 149 ms for the
heterogeneity [14,21]. The effects of inhibition of various type 3 AP. I inhibition reduces APD in type 1 (10 ms)to

1K -channels and the three main AP types are shown in and type 2 (40 ms) cells, and causes an increase in APD in
Fig. 11. The control APD values are 232 ms for the type 3 cells (13 ms). I inhibition increases APD in type260 Kur
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4. Discussion

In this study, we used our recently developed mathe-
matical model of the normal human atrial AP [14] to
investigate the effects of AF on the human atrial AP and
the results of specific potassium channel inhibition. We
found that experimentally determined changes in I , Ito Kur

and I are sufficient to account for the effects of AF onCa,L

the human AP. We also noted that the overall effects of
1K -channel inhibition on the AP are sensitive to the

alterations in other currents that they produce. Channel
inhibition can produce different effects on the NAP and
AFAP, and combined inhibition of I and I can haveKur Kr

synergistic effects on the AP.
We showed that experimentally measured changes in I ,to

I , and I were sufficient, when incorporated in theKur Ca,L

model, to reproduce the experimental AP morphology
changes associated with AF. Most of the change in
morphology could be attributed to the decrease in I ;Ca,LFig. 10. Effect of combined inhibition (90% each) of I and I on theKr Kur however, the concomitant reductions in I and I shouldto Kurmodel NAP and AFAP. Combined inhibition lengthens APD of both NAP
not be overlooked. The changes in early repolarization and(top left panel) and AFAP (top right panel). The lower panel shows that

the combined action of I and I inhibition is synergistic, producing an plateau height resulting from reduced I and I may haveKr Kur to Kur
effect much larger than the sum of the effects of the individual channel important consequences for the response of AF-modified
blockades. myocytes to pharmacological agents. Our simulations of

potassium channel inhibition in the NAP and AFAP
1 (18 ms) and type 3 (27 ms) cells, without affecting APD models have shown that plateau height can modulate the
in type 2 cells. I inhibition increases APD in all cell AP response to channel blockade, as evidenced by theKr

types, but the increase in type 3 cells (23 ms) is much less different response of the model NAP and AFAP to IKur

than the increase in type 1 (128 ms) or type 2 (105 ms) inhibition.
cells. Combining I and I inhibition strongly increases The basis for the reduction in current densities observedKur Kr

APD in all cell types (154, 132, and 77 ms in types 1, 2, as a consequence of AF is not yet resolved. The role of
and 3 cells, respectively). These results indicate that AP intracellular calcium in electrical remodeling has received
morphology may be an important determinant of the much recent attention. Evidence has amassed pointing to

1effects of K -channel inhibition on AP repolarization, calcium overload and a concomitant decrease in inward
even in normal heart. calcium current as the prominent mechanism contributing

to the changes associated with AF. In pig atria, preliminary
observations suggest that myocardial calcium concentra-
tion are approximately doubled following only 25 min of
rapid pacing-induced AF [22]. In acute dog models of
rapid pacing-induced AF, atrial biopsy specimens showed
mitochondrial swelling, suggesting that tachycardia of the
atrial tissue promoted intracellular calcium overload [25].
Whether or not this increase in intracellular calcium is
responsible for the downregulation of membrane channel
proteins or is directly involved in the inactivation of ICa,L

in AF-remodeled myocytes remains to be determined.
Although the model reproduces the short-term changes in
intracellular calcium concentration that occur during the
AP, long-term modeling of intracellular calcium concen-
trations over periods of hours of stimulation requires a
level of accuracy in the representation of intracellular
calcium handling mechanisms that is not yet available.

1Fig.11. Effect of K -channel inhibition on APs of the three main We have shown that the NAP and AFAP models
morphological types. Each row shows the results of inhibition of I , I ,to Kur qualitatively reproduce the rate-adaptation changes associ-I , and I 1I for a given AP type. Each column shows the result ofKr Kur Kr

1 ated with AF-induced electrical remodeling. Quantitative-inhibition of a specific K -channel (or a combination of them) for the
three main AP types. ly, the model NAP displays rate-adaptation that may be
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considered less than average at pacing rates faster than 3 heterogeneity in determining the effects of blocking spe-
1Hz [9,16], but it remains within the range of experimental cific K -channels. Relatively little is known about the

observations [14,17]. AFAP rate-adaptation agrees with determinants and mechanisms of AP heterogeneity among
experimental observations showing decreased overall APD and within different atrial regions; however, experimental
at slow rates and decreased relative shortening of APD at data suggest that it may be an important determinant of AF
fast pacing rates [9,16]. [11,28]. Further experimental and modeling work are

Our investigation of potassium channel blockade has needed to explore the nature, mechanisms and conse-
revealed some interesting properties of the NAP and quences of atrial AP heterogeneity for the occurrence of
AFAP. In particular, we showed a preferential effect of I AF, the effects of atrial remodeling, and the actions ofKur

inhibition in prolonging AFAP duration without an effect antiarrhythmic drugs.
on NAP duration. Hence, I inhibition may be moreKur

effective in prolonging ERP in patients with AF. Nygren et
al. [15] recently published their own mathematical model Acknowledgements
of the human atrial AP, in which they discuss the response
of the AP to I block. They surmised that AF-remodeled Supported by grants from the Medical Research CouncilKur

cells with an already reduced I would show a smaller of Canada, the Natural Sciences and Engineering ResearchKur

AP prolongation as a result of I block. They based this Council of Canada, the Heart and Stroke Foundation ofKur

assumption on the fact that the remodeled cell would Quebec and the Fonds de Recherche de l’Institut de
should larger relative I compared to control, and that this ´Cardiologie de Montreal. Dr. Courtemanche is a ResearchKr

would accentuate the paradoxical shortening effect associ- ´ ´Scholar of the Fonds de Recherche en Sante du Quebec.
ated with I recruitment upon block of I . This wouldKr Kur

hold true if I were the only current modified as a resultKur

of AF-induced remodeling. However, the concomitant References
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